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About This Game

Enter a beautiful dreamscape and bring back the light!

The award winning mobile VR game, finally available on Steam! Help Nerow bring back the light to his magical world, by
solving compelling environment puzzles. Search for hidden fireflies that guide Nerow through the darkness and help him solve
the mysteries of the stolen light. Together with Nerow you will go on a magical journey to rescue the Sun-bug and restore the

natural balance!

Spark of Light features:

 A ‘Virtual Dreamscape’ which acts like an interactive dollhouse
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 Discovery and puzzling in a 360° view

 Engaging, non-violent gameplay for all ages

 5 compelling levels, each with their own unique atmosphere
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Title: Spark of Light
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pillow's Willow
Publisher:
Pillow's Willow
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590/AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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This is a great game! Very short but very good! It is a classic that I will play over and over from time to time. Also very funny!.
Great sounds effect, great animations and great... blood! A nice and challening old school 2d hack&slash.. I really, really wanted
to like this game. I loved Wildlife Park 2, but I think I will stick to number two. Everything was so clunky and drab, I just
couldn't get into it. Zoo tycoon games are great, and I'd love to see more of them! But this one just doesn't hit the mark. It
doesn't feel polished or complete, and feels like a slight downgrade from the last game in a lot of ways.

I did like the value score and aging of different animals, and how you could select better quality animals based on age and
health- a cool addition. I did also like some of the other added features, but I just wish I could have fully enjoyed it.. Cute little
educational game but a little thin on content, it has challenges to help you get the most out of it but the "questions" are pretty
basic.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TnHaUIsFVtM
The most disapointing game i've played in a long time, nothing works, the character controls as if he's locked on rails and has a
response time of almost half a second. Don't waste your time playing this game, I've already done it for you.. I would
recommend this game if you can get it on sale. It is too short, 50 levels, for full price. I bought it on sale so I am satisfied..
STAY CLEAR!
no mouse support and from what i've seen on the forum they are too lazy too make it work.
their excuse is "our game is different". as if.
I wouldn't play this even if a was paid to do it

This developer goes on my stay-away-from list
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Childhood game you can play for hours still is good even as an adult! 8\/10 overall rating. Very short game in general its like a
mini-game with a highscore thing built in where you just play more and more just to get an affinity of points.. The best thing
ever!!! i caught my first gar at lvl 11 on a crankbait it was a trophy 29.665kg gar:D
. A game that only gets better as time goes on. As a fan of roguelikes and dungeon crawlers I was interested in this game from
its creation. I enjoy the customizability of your character, as far as upgrades go, as well as choosing your weapon at the start of a
session.

The random element of what runes you get, or what bounties are available, adds onto the difficulty factor, but not in a bad way.
I would compare it to the randomness of item rooms and floors in the Binding of Isaac. If you are good enough at the game you
can definitely complete the rounds without any runes in the way that an amazing Binding of Isaac player could defeat Isaac with
just base stats and base items.

Looking forward to what's next for Blacksea Odyssey!. I never knew my computer could convert to linux in a matter of seconds.
0/10. HIGHLY UNDERRATED. has very good reviews and for a reason. but i feel like this game should be way more popular!
awesome feel to the game, massive maps and the game style and setups are unique in its own way. highly recommend this
game!. wish i can watch c68 version replay files in steam version....
[STG][紫雨饭店][C68] ヒトガタハッパ
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